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HEADMASTER’S REPORT
Process of Awards
Students are nominated by the staff in charge of the
relevant activity to the committee. So, for example, Mr
Cunich will nominate Drama recipients, Mrs McNaught
will nominate Hockey recipients and so on. Often they
will get feedback from coaches. When they nominate
they explain on the form why the person meets the
criteria - they don’t just submit a list of names. This
makes the job of committee less difficult.

Oxley Awards System
Like many schools Oxley has an awards system in which
achievement is recognised and the senior student can
wear the award on their blazer for the remainder of their
school career. Colloquially titled ‘tabs’ or ‘colours’ these
awards are sought after but the process of receiving
them is little known. I thought it would be useful to
outline this awards system and explain how they are
given. I can also explain why the system is not perfect
and why we attempted to change it recently.
It is important to say at the outset that the process and
criteria are not arbitrary or shrouded in mystery. They
are on pages 128-131 of the school diary in great detail.
Similarly, the ‘Colours Committee’ that grants the awards
is not a group of shadowy puppetmasters meeting in
smoke filled boardrooms. The committee, chaired by
Mr Christophe Gauchat, and including Mrs Kate Cunich,
Mr Peter Ayling, Mr Nick Wansey, Mrs Kim McNaught,
Ms Natalie Lane, Mr Tristan Bevan and myself, are all
well-known members of the community who want to
see students awarded for their achievements.
Categories and Levels of Awards
The areas in which a student can get colours include
academics, sports, cultural and community service.
Tabs - are generally for consistent participation at a
high level.
Half Colours - are generally for demonstrable
excellence. These are often hard to get.
Colours - are generally for exceptional level of
performance. These can be extremely hard to get. In
sports for example you usually need to be chosen for a
representative team.
The devil is in the detail and the standards for each
activity are slightly different (See page 129-131). It is
impossible in this area to compare apples with apples
and the committee regularly wrestles with this problem.
There is also, very rarely, a special achievement (blue)
award.

The committee then meets, generally twice a term,
to consider the nominations. Most of the nominations
go through unremarkably as we rely on the expertise
of the nominator. Borderline cases are discussed. We
look at the standards for previous nominations in the
category (Mrs Cunich for example has a large database
and a long memory) and the standards for other people
in the activity at the time. We try to balance wanting
to reward as many students as possible while retaining
the ‘specialness’ of the awards. As the diary states
‘the intent is to ensure continuity, comparability and
maintenance of standards’. In particular we try to make
sure that the criteria are met so that the awarding does
not feel arbitrary. We want to stick to the system.
Issues with the System
The system is not perfect. It is almost impossible to
directly compare the exact standards of ‘academic’
Half Colours with ‘music’ Half Colours or ‘rugby’ Half
Colours. It really is comparing apples with oranges.
In sport there is the easy measuring stick of getting
into a representative ISA team to get colours. No such
external stick exists in academic (unless you count the
HSC which happens after the students have left). As a
result we have to rely more on amorphous criteria such
as ‘leadership’ in some areas.
Comparisons within the sports are also difficult. For
example it is possible at Oxley to get into a hockey ISA
team because there is one ISA grade and we play in it.
By contrast it is almost impossible at Oxley to get into
the basketball ISA team because we play in the third
grade. Consequently Basketball Colours are far harder
than Hockey Colours. This phenomena is replicated
across a dozen different sports.
As a committee we attempted to alter the criteria earlier
this year so that winning the competition in a sports
season was enough to get Colours. This in turn made
Half Colours and Tabs more participatory. In a meeting
I had with Year 12 they unanimously opposed this
loosening up because they thought, very reasonably,
that this reduced the prestige of Colours. The thought
the cure was worse than the problem. They had a
very fair point and as a result we have decided not
to go ahead with the proposed changes. However, we
remain aware that the system is not perfect and it is
not impossible that we will review the system again in
the future.
I hope that the Awards system may now be a little
clearer. It has a noble purpose - to recognise student
achievement in all walks of life at Oxley - and I am very
pleased that they are so respected and well regarded
by the school community. It is a highlight of the week
for me to be able to shake the hands and look into the
eye of students who proudly receive these awards on
assembly from the College.
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The Problem with
Chewing Gum

Everyone loves a bit of chewy. Millions of people chew
gum daily to freshen their breath. However, it is the last
thing anyone should be chewing on. Many conventional
chewing gums are now riddled with toxins (plastics) such
as butyl rubber and polyisobutylene. Humans can’t digest
the stuff – and neither can anything else, and so perhaps
it’s about time we think twice before ever purchasing
another packet again.
People have been chewing gum for thousands of years.
The most common ancient chewing gum was tree resin
lumps, but various sweet grasses, leaves, grains and
waxes were also quite common. Since then, chewing
gum has come a long way, and not for the better. In
recent years scientists have invented artificial ingredients
for chewing gum to replace the use of chicle and rosin
to make natural gum bases. The new synthetic gum
materials allow for longer-lasting flavour, improved
texture and reduced tackiness. However, the impact it
has had on the environment is not different to the effect
of natural base production.
Human Health Impact
Gum may provide a quick pick-me-up if you’re feeling
stressed, unfocused or hungry, and a stick of sugarfree gum after a meal may protect your teeth from
cavities, however it can increase your junk food intake,
cause gastrointestinal problems, tooth damage and
increased headaches. These, however, are not the
most dangerous effects chewing gum has on human
health. Plastics (polymers) found in chewing gum are
derived from petroleum oil, which does not belong in
your body. Toxic chemical ingredients such as BHT
(Butylated Hydroxytoluene), Calcium Casein Peptone,
Gum Base and Titanium Dioxide, have been linked with
organ system toxicity, hyperactivity in children, cancer,
autoimmune disorders and Crhon’s disease, all the more
reason to stop chewing on it.
Environmental Impact
“For whatever reason you choose to chew it, this
plastic, potentially toxic mish-mash of ingredients is bad
for the environment and bad for us.” (Pat Thomas, The
Ecologist). Like many other plastics, chewing gum doesn’t
biodegrade, it just breaks down into smaller pieces over
time. Not only is it the most prevalent form of staining,
it is the most persevering. The base of most chewing
gums contains synthetic latex (rubber), which is highly
resistant to chemicals with strong adhesion, and retains
its properties over a long period, under all weather
conditions. While individual pieces of gum contain minute
amounts of hazardous material, an accumulation of gum
litter can cause problems within the environment.
Large amounts of energy and resources are needed for
the production of gum due to its high global demand.
More than 650,000 metric tonnes of gum is produced
and consumed each year, not including the waste
generated in production. The separate processes for
synthesising the rubber base, sweetener and other
ingredients, as well as the wrapping/packaging processes
and transportation, all put stress on the environment.
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Chewing gum isn’t biodegradable, which poses a threat
to specific ecosystems, such as birds who may mistake
gum for food, causing digestive problems, and resulting
in death. Chewing gum is also a major breeding ground
for bacteria, creating an unsanitary environment for
humans and animals to live in. Chewing gum is difficult
and costly to remove, and the chemicals that are used
to clean gum off pavement are toxic to the environment.
The BAD Gum Brands
If the gum label lists “gum base” as one of the ingredients,
it is most likely the gum contains a range of toxic plastics
such as butyl rubber, polyethylene and polyvinyl acetate.
This label “gum base” makes it difficult for consumers to
know which gum is toxic or not. Some of these brands
include:
• Orbit, Extra and Five Gum (Branches of Wrigley, part
of Mars Incorporated)
• Peelu
• Glee Gum
• Trident
The GOOD Gum Brands
Natural gum brands labels will generally list “natural
gum base” as one of their ingredients. By choosing to
consume these gums made of natural chicle instead of
synthetics, not only is it better for your body, but better
for the planet, as they are biodegradable. Some of these
brands include:
• Simply gum
• Chicza chewing gum
• Train gum
• Green Tree Gum Co.
Managing plastics in the environment
Listed below are some small changes you can make to
keep our environment clean:
• When opening a piece of gum, hold on to the
wrapper, so you can dispose of your gum later.
• Opt for natural chewing gum (chicle base) which is
biodegradable, meaning it does not have any effect
on the environment and does not contain any plastic
ingredients that impact human health.
• Ensure you place chewed gum in the nonbiodegradable bins (garbage bins)
• Or simply, don’t chew gum and encourage those
around you to do so as well. It costs a lot of money
to clean up gum, which comes out of people taxes.
Less gum = less taxes.
374 billion pieces of gum is sold and chewed annually, and
most of it ends up on our streets. Littering is everyone’s
responsibility, and so when it comes to chewing gum litter,
it is every individual’s responsibility to do the right thing
and dispose of their gum. Although it is recommended
you don’t chew gum because of the hazardous health
issues it can impose, don’t spit your gum out, instead
make the little effort and toss it in a bin.
Jade Gillis (Year 10)

TAKE INSPIRATION

HEADING
OSCAR MORAN

I sat down with Oscar Moran (Year
11) at lunch tody to discuss a few
of his high Rugby achievements.
Q.1 What or who inspired you to
achieve high levels of Rugby?
Oscar: “ I just love the game.”
Q.2 Why do you love the game?
Oscar: I just like the physicality and
how ... respect is a huge part of the
game.
Q.3 As a young footy player are you
trying to be a certain rugby player
or just to follow your own destiny?
Oscar: Yeh I wanna be like ... Dane
Coles the Hooker for the All Blacks.
He just runs the ball really hard and
is just a class player.
Q.4 Playing for certain levels of
rugby, such as; City, ISA, Country
and Rep, do you use these as
stepping stones for your future
career?
Oscar: Yeh, definitely, its all about
exposure and getting your name
out there, Rep is especially a big
part of that.
Q.5 How far do you plan/prepare for
next year footy? and after achieving
what you have how high are your
footy aspirations?
Oscar: When the school’s off season
starts, which is around November, I
also make sure I train in and outside
the gym.
And for my future aspirations I want
to find a club in Sydney to play for
and then play Colts 1st Grade.
Harry Baillieu (Year 11)
Postscript: Recently Oscar was
selected in the U17s City team as
Starting Prop.

MUSIC

Lordes new album
Melodrama
This album is,undeniably, one of the
most hyped-up albums of the year.
It’s been four long years since Pure
Heroine came out and Lorde’s sound
has tangibly changed. Pure Heroine
was an ode to the sparkling age of
adolescence, while Melodrama has
progressed to something greater,
something more spectacular. A
loosely themed concept album,
it chronicles the highs, lows and
immediate aftermath of a house
party for a changing young
woman. As Lorde traverses the
threshold between adolescence and
adulthood, her music takes a deeper
turn. The album is melodic, a series
of blue-tinted indie pop ballads
interspersed with mellow electronic
tracks. The standouts of the album
are hard to pick- it is a collection
of masterfully curated lyrics and
impeccable mixing, right alongside
raw acoustic tracks that rip and tear
at heartstrings. There are however
standout moments; the fervent,
untameable vocal and lyric pairings
in Supercut are so artfully flawed
and pained that they form nothing
short of a masterpiece. The album
on the whole is everything it should
be, quietly chaotic and deeply
personal, a perfect place for her to
transition into something new, while
still holding onto the unique voice
that made her an icon.

WORLD CLASS
MUSICIANS PERFORM
AT OXLEY

On the evening of Tuesday 20 June
2017 the College hosted a very
special musical duo in the form
of world renowned string players
Slava Grigoryan and Sharon Draper,
guitarist and cellist respectively.
In our very own Orchestra Room
Slava and Sharon captivated our
audience with a tailored programme
showcasing their instruments and
skill (it was startling to learn that
the cello being played by Sharon
was made in 1734, on loan from
the Ngeringa Arts Foundation).
Having the rare opportunity to
share an intimate space with such
fine musicians and see up close
their techniques and their subtle
shared ‘performance language’ is
something I am sure many of us
will remember for a long time. The
Music Department was thrilled to
have been given the opportunity by
our College Executive to make this
concert happen and we hope that
we are able to bring other artists to
the College in the future to inspire
not only our music students, but our
families as well. The concert was
followed by students of our Year 7
& 8 Music Night who, while perhaps
feeling a little intimidated by their
‘opening act’ should keep in mind
that all great artists were where
they are now – just starting out!
Natalie Lane

Imogen Hatcher (Year 9)
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K-6 NEWS
Head of K-6: Justine Lind
Last week our whole community was immersed in
the wonder of theatre. The school was a buzz with
anticipation, excitement and finally exhaustion as we
opened and closed the 2017 season of The Phantom
Tollbooth Jr. I love the lead up to a play. I remember
from my own school experiences the mild but exciting
pressure of a deadline; an audience that must be met
with a polished performance. There is no place for
dogs and homework when it comes to a production!
Then there is the release as the performances are
underway and finally the disappointing realisation
that it is all over again until next time. I always try to
remind students to enjoy the experience because it is
invariably over before they know it.
A production is a wonderful thing to focus a community
in the same direction. The students have been
working towards this for almost two terms now
in weekly Drama lessons. We can see clearly the
improvement from two years and even twelve months
ago. The confidence and in some cases exuberance
on stage is wonderful to witness, as well as the quiet
wit that went into the collaborative play-building of
some scenes that were not part of the original script
such as the Year 6 Ministry of Mindfulness scene
that so magically opened the play. A great ensemble
piece needs dynamic stars and also steadfast chorus
members with complementary attributes, just like any
strong team.
There is much within the dramatic art that our students
have experienced. Primarily, the actor audience
relationship that creates a palpable energy exchange
that entertains the audience and feeds the actors and
then the actors learn to project it to begin with. They
also experience the compelling pull of the need to keep
the scene rolling; they may need to improvise or adjust
when things go “off-script”. They need to develop the
subtle art of not only acting but reacting; responding
with authenticity to the action unfolding. Finally, they
need to learn self-discipline; they need to be on cue
and often restrain themselves to avoid upstaging the
focus of the scene. This is the invisible gift of drama
that nurtures the social and emotional side of each
student. It provides the joy of being part of a finely
honed team.
Within the play there is much on offer as well. We
think carefully about the subliminal messages of a play
to ensure it aligns with our community values. This
one was a snatch; it was about the value of thinking,
curiosity and wonder that brings wisdom and cooperation for the greater good. It is pro-education
(no surprises) and also pro fun! There is wit and
complexity in the dialogue and merriment in the
music that provides joy for all and was not lost on our
appreciative audiences.
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Weekly Awards:
Students of the Week
Learning Journey
KK: Hadley Morgan
KL: Will Kean
Yr 1: Anneliese Ewald
Yr 2: Matilda Pope
Yr 3: Georgie Marks
Yr 4: Ben Shields
Yr 5C: Will Brady
Yr 5H: Hugo Maxwell
Yr 6: Lisa Privalova-Pratt
Oxley Values
KK: Ava Kroll
KL: Charlotte Holmes
Yr 1: Eddie Hunt
Yr 2: Aiden D’Iorio
Yr 3: Alessandro Brisa
Yr 4: Eva Duffy
Yr 5C: Cameron Wood
Yr 5H: Alannah Mansour
Yr 6: Tyra Beckett

The visual feast was also highly effective in the
production. From the inception of the aesthetics
in terms of the scenery and costumes we were so
fortunate to have such creative and talented parents
on the team. A small but dedicated core group of
parents worked tirelessly for almost as long as the
students to bring the whole production together. They
were ably supported by a larger group who pitched in
to bring the vision into being. We thank in particular,
Ali Rapp and Kirsten Deakin, Melanie Palmer, Esther
Scott and Melissa Hunter without whom we would have
lost a great deal from the overall experience of the
play.
Finally to our audience, we thank you for providing a
sense of definite purpose for our company of actors
and crew. We trust that the schedule of performances
provided something for everyone and managed to fall
just short of totally exhausting our youngest thespians.
The buzz has continued this week around the College
and has spread to the senior school via the many
siblings and staff who were part of our audience. I
hear it has provided the material for some international
performances via skype to Grandparents on the other
side of the world.
I hope the term has been rewarding for each and every
one of our students and that the upcoming holidays
will provide some time for much needed restoration.
Who knows, there may even be some time for more
adventures…..
“And also remember too, that many places you would
like to see are just off the map and many things you
want to know are just out of sight and just beyond
your reach. But one day you’ll reach them all, for
what you learn today, for no reason at all, will help you
discover all the wonderful secrets of tomorrow.” (The
Princess of Sweet Rhyme)

K- 6
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FUTURE EVERYONE
WILL BE FAMOUS FOR 15

“IN THE

MINUTES”

Andy Warhol
Our generations social media presence has become something that isn’t an “if” but a “must” and if we haven’t seen
the post of your new puppy, do you really have one?
Because of the astronomical number of people that use social media platforms, there are many individuals that
create a following with the content that they produce. With a large following, a celebrity status is also generally
gained.
An obsession among all social media users has been created through the every day, 24/7 access that they have
to any personality that is also a user of the platforms within social media. It’s addictive and I mean it really really
addictive – I pray to anyone that doesn’t have access to the internet for more than an hour, hang in there, and get
to the nearest cafe with free wifi asap. Honestly, I should know how many siblings you have and where you went on
your last family holiday before I even think about seeing you in real life.
I was recently watching a Ted talk titled “Everything you think about addiction is wrong” Johann Hari the speaker
dives into the subject of drug addiction and in particular, speaks about heroin addiction. He explores how humans
are more in favor to become addicted to substances if they are living within an isolated living environment, both
mentally and physically. So basically, if a person feels the inability to have authentic and emotional relationships with
their surrounding friends and family their likeliness to have a stab at addictive substances increases. In saying that,
every person walking on this earth can become addicted to something (drugs, alcohol, money) but they choose not
too because they have created bonds and relationships within their lives that they want to be alive and present for.
I found this concept particularly interesting because Hari also linked it to our growing need to be connected through
social media “stop looking at that little screen, you’re addicted!” or “who are you talking to know?!” (that one
annoys me the most because they don’t understand that I don’t have to be talking to someone I’m just having a
casual Monday cyber stalk and looking at what they ate four years ago). It’s something that we always hear our
grandparents say, we never take it seriously but maybe we should?
Hari stated that a core part of any addiction is the notion or thought of not being able to be present within the
reality of one’s life. Social media isn’t a “traditional” addiction, it doesn’t involve any illegal substances, and it can
be seen as something extremely positive. I was talking to my friend the other day, and at one point he turned and
said to me “yeah I saw her in real life yesterday” we both looked at each other and laughed, but the fact is I can
guarantee that every single person reading this knows exactly what he meant. He wasn’t talking about a celebrity
or a famous football star. He was talking about a friend, someone he communicates with on a daily basis, and the
only difference is that it’s through his phone rather than looking at each other’s faces in “real” life.
People are exposed to content that generates a comparison between the lives that they are being shown through
the media and the lives of their own. The addictive sense of social media and how Hari described the core effect of
addiction being the inability to be present within one’s reality couldn’t run truer. The only difference is the fact that
unlike drug addiction, social media doesn’t isolate its victim, it doesn’t necessarily take the ability to communicate
and create relationships away from individuals. Nor does it take you away from “reality” it just quietly transports
you to a new one, perfectly shown through my friends casually stated six-word sentence “I saw her in real life.” He
wasn’t dreaming, and she wasn’t on TV all the other times he had seen her, so where was she? Naturally, she was in
his pocket, on his phone, in an app, as was he, in her pocket, on her phone, in an app. This is where we can simply
see the parody of human connection that has been created through social media.
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To bring this whole concept back to this post’s purpose, I found Hari’s comment about the more isolated an
individual is within their communication and relationships the more likely they are to turn to addictive behaviours.
This is interesting simply because social media is a way for people to disconnect from their reality but it only does
this through a connection. The real punch line is that it gives you connections more so with people that you don’t
even know, enhancing the sense of isolation. It’s also known that people only put their best foot forward when
it comes to the content in which they share and that’s why comparison is inevitable but also completely unfair.
People spend more time, consuming content that makes them feel as though their relationships and real lives aren’t
authentic enough, daydreaming about lives they wish they had. Throughout this process of research, I came to
realise that no one really appreciates the power of the people around them. It’s also kinda funny because if you feel
isolated and turn to social media, it’s more than likely to leave you feeling even more isolated.
I started thinking about the people I idolise that hold a social media following and began to ask why? What have
these people taught me? How have I bettered my life through keeping up to date with the happenings of their lives?
For the most part, I could come up with some semi-reasonable answers, yes there are some really amazing and
awesome people out there, sharing their amazing and awesome thoughts. BUT I also have some pretty amazing
and awesome people in my “real” life, that also have amazing and awesome ideas. I just haven’t spent enough time
thinking about them in that sense to really understand that the people around me, even though they don’t have
a following of 50 million they have just as valid (if not more) thoughts and ideas that have helped shaped me into
who I am today.
So who’s Celena?
She’s one of my best friends, partners in crime and miracle workers when it comes to making your brain think about
complicated and intellectual subjects.
But of course, that means nothing, what really matters if her social media following, right?
@ a solid 1,471 followers on Instagram, she’s quickly on the climb to have the 15 minutes of fame that Warhol
predicted we would all have. I think we sometimes forget that people have a presence outside of social media and
who they are online is almost definitely completely different to who they are when they stand in front of you. The
problem is we don’t even know half the people we follow online meaning we’ll never truly have the opportunity to
see them stand in front of us. I wanted to talk to Celena about the personalities she’s constantly keeping up to date
with, the cyber “relationship” that she’s subconsciously created through doing this and then compare this with the
relationship she has with her Best Friend.
Using it as a little reminder that you should also be obsessed with the people you stand next to every day, not just
the ones you see on a screen. Find out what she had to say..... to be continued (with an interview).
By Olivia James (Year 12)
An excerpt of part of her website design for her Design and Technology Major Work.
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DEPUTY HEAD REPORTS

Deputy Head Learning:
Kate Cunich

Learning has been thriving at Oxley. Despite it being
the last days of term, it is fantastic to see the exciting
activities occurring in classrooms daily. Just today I
was taught about Nuclear Chemistry by the Year 8
Compaction Science class. Students were able to tell
me that they were working independently, discussing
graphical information and had plenty to do prior to
fully understanding radio-activity and its half-life (their
Learning Intention and Success Criteria)! To see students
so on task, so motivated and interested in Week 9 of a
winter term was a timely reminder of what a wonderful
place Oxley is for both students and teachers. And that
sort of learning doesn’t occur by accident, it takes many
hours of planning and reflecting behind the scenes by
dedicated teachers.
So, as we all look forward to a well-deserved break, I
thought it worth sharing that when classes stop at the
end of this week, work will continue to be done by
teachers in the time between term end and start. On
Friday and Saturday, all K – 12 teachers will gather to
reflect, review and plan for the next cycles of teaching
and learning. Our sessions over the two days will involve
working in Curriculum teams and in Visible Learning
teams, examining both the “what” of our teaching
(the content if you like) and the “how” of delivering
that content in ways that will have the most impact on
student success and engagement.
We will use the time to build on one of Visible Learning
strands - Inspired and Passionate Teachers, something
of which Oxley has lots and lots! Indeed, it will truly
take an inspired and passionate teacher to arrive at
school on Saturday morning battling a tired body
after an exhausting term of both academic and cocurricular events. However, we do this because not
only is Professional Learning of the highest priority for
us, but because it will directly affect the activities and
assessments that take place in Oxley classrooms next
term. We look forward to hearing that your child has
returned home excited about their lessons in Term 3 – in
the meantime, best wishes from all Oxley teachers for
a refreshing break for all – students, families and staff!

Deputy Head Pastoral:
Peter Ayling
Rites Of Passage

Over the past few weeks I have spent several days with
our Year 9 students and staff on Rites of Passage. I
have heard many positive comments from students and
parents and I am sure we will hear a great deal more
in the coming weeks. It is pleasing to share with you an
email from a member of the public addressed to Michael
Parker:

I have just come home from a weekly lecture visit to
the Art Gallery of NSW, where I came in contact with
your Year 9 students. I imagine, as a headmaster you
get to deal with various infractions and issues which are
the daily fodder of your position, but I am very happy
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to inform you that you can be very proud of your Year 9
student body currently visiting Sydney.
They were actively engaged in a number of events taking
place around the gallery as well as looking through the
various exhibitions, often without adult supervision. Some
had broken off in small groups to view the collections.
All encounters involved polite students, who made way
for their elders on escalators, spoke quietly and acted
with decorum. When I approached a couple of them,
they were articulate, polite and came across maturely. I
asked where they were from and was informed that they
are on a three week stay in Sydney and a little about
their trip. I felt it was important that I let you know that
you can be very proud of them as a group. Well done
to your staff and your student body for embodying what
is right with our youth and being great role models for
your school.

Trent Southworth - Teen Strategies
Year 8 -10 Drug Education Presentation
Term 3 - Week 1 Friday 21 July (students only)
Trent Southworth is a former NSW Police Officer with
over fourteen years policing experience, including eight
years employed in the Youth Liaison role. In his role,
Trent worked closely with numerous government and
non government agencies to identify youth related
initiatives such as underage drinking programs, truancy,
road safety, drug programs, and bullying. Trent assisted
in the implementation and monitoring of the State
Governments Young Offenders Act, which targets
all young offenders aged between 10 and 18 years
of age. Through his experience in the NSW Police,
Trent witnessed first-hand the importance of ongoing
education of young people in today’s society.
“We acknowledge that not all life choices will have a
positive outcome. That’s why we use ‘real life’ situations
to promote to teenagers our key message” “Make the
right choice, at the right time, in the right place” We
believe that “Knowledge is Power”. It’s essential that
young people are equipped with accurate and up-todate information to make informed decisions. Young
people are our investment in the future. Every young
person, when confronted with the complexity of life’s
choices should be able to pose the question, “Is what
I’m about to do likely to affect the rest of my life and the
people in it?” Teen Strategies Group helps young people
answer this question. Our focus is to inform, educate,
communicate and prevent.
Trent will address Year 8 to Year 10 students and cover
a variety of topics. As a school we want to be able to
provide our students with relevant information so they
are able to make informed decisions when presented
with situations that arise in regards to drugs and alcohol.

ON THE BRANCH

By Elizabeth Antoniak

ON

TB

O

Although research shows most of us
prefer a paper book to read, sometimes
the convenience of an eBook trumps the
preference for paper and I think our holidays
are one of those times. eBook apps like
Kindle, iBooks Overdrive and ePlatform
provide a huge number of choices, many of
them free via local and school libraries. All our
eBooks are available via ePlatform using the
normal school username and password. Any
books loaded and opened onto your device
are then available even with no internet or
phone connection. Currently I’m reading
Jared Diamond’s Pulitzer Prize winner “Guns,
Germs and Steel” as well as Robert Hughes’
masterpiece “The Fatal Shore”. What will you
download?

FO

Where ever you might be during the holidays;
snuggled up in bed, on a remote island beach,
on top of a mountain in the snow, cruising at
30,000 feet through the air - take your books
with you. A book can be a welcome distraction
during long journeys, something to share out
loud with others or just a relaxing way to fall
asleep. The luxury of enough time to read is
usually associated with holidays however the
weight and inconvenience of carrying and
storing a fabulous variety of books to read is
often a problem. At Oxley, we encourage our
students to borrow books to read during the
holidays, large books with many stories, non
fiction books with craft, activities and recipes,
and non fiction books related to the student’s
special areas of interest. These books for
holiday reading can be big and heavy, difficult
to get home, let alone carry anywhere else.

S

LIBRARY

ALL SESS

I

WINTER FOOTBALL
CAMP @ OXLEY
July 5th-7th – Opens Training
July 12th-14th – K-6 Training

WE HAVE TWO WINTER CAMPS AVAILABLE @ OXLEY
Our vision for our camps is to provide an environment that builds confidence and encourages
both boys and girls of all abilities to have fun playing football. We will promote the importance
of respect and improving their individual skills.

EARLY BIRD PRIZE
All camp participants who register prior to 25th June 2017
will go into the draw to WIN a Liverpool shirt.

• Cost $70 per day or $190 for all 3 days
- 10% discount for siblings
- 15% discount for 3 siblings

• Boys and girls training, ages from 5-13
• All camps run from 9am-12pm at Oxley College
• Players will play indoor competitions and outdoor

sessions which include playing in the blowup field

• Children need to bring boots, running shoes,

shin pads, sunscreen, morning tea and lunch

All coaching sessions will be run by Alex Prophet who has a UEFA B licence plus overseas playing experience.
Alex has coached at Sydney United and Wollongong Wolves and has also worked in Academies in the United
Kingdom, Liverpool, Reading and the Wolverhampton Wanderers.

For all enquiries please call Head Coach Alex Prophet on

0438 096 644 or email swsoccersessions@gmail.com
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OLD OXLEYAN INTERVIEW

Justin Sydenham
CLASS OF 1990

Now that you’re off in the big wide world,
what have you made of yourself since finishing
school at Oxley?
After school and a brief stint at part time work I
moved quickly toward real estate sales securing my
first position as all rounder at Bong Bong Real Estate
in Bowral. At an auction in Sydney I had a chance
meeting with the Principal of a successful agency in
Newtown and secured myself a sales position with
that agency. Goodbye Bowral hello Big Smoke! Over
the next 10 years I handled several large residential
projects and became a Director in a real estate
business that enjoyed great success in the inner city
east and west.
What is your biggest achievement since high
school?
No so much the heights or longevity of my career
but more so my family. I remained with my childhood
sweetheart from Chevalier who I met at the beginning
of Year 12 (didn’t do much for my HSC hopes) for
the next 21 years. We had our daughter two years
later followed by three boys all before I reached 29
years old. The career I had established allowed my
partner Carolina Salas to achieve her dream of staying
home to bring up our four children. We also chose the
perfect environment on the coast to raise our family.
We all enjoy the same lifestyle today.
Were these things that during high school you
expected you would end up doing?
Yes and no! I was always going to do something in
sales and marketing. I didn’t plan for children but like
sales I was born to have them as well.
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How did Oxley prepare you for your future?
As a single mother, mum worked up to three jobs
specifically to get me through Oxley College. It
provided the perfect platform (although I didn’t
appreciate it at the time). The environment was
supportive but stern expecting effort and respect,
no matter how funny you tried to be! I’ve always felt
a different high school would have given me a very
different life afterwards.
Is there anybody from the Oxley community
who inspired you throughout high school?
Funnily enough many of the teachers! Peter Craig one
of the toughest who taught me that I wasn’t as good
as I thought I was, praise & accolades needed to be
earned. In performance coaching later in life I (finally)
learned to embrace the ‘hungry and humble’ attitude.
I came to understand that through my younger
years my enthusiasm and confidence could easily be
mistaken for arrogance.
What would you say you miss most about being
at school?
The plan was made for you. Wake, eat, go to school,
study, eat, play, return home, eat, sleep, wake, eat,
go to school again. Pretty easy actually, fun too!
What would you say to your fifteen year old
self?
The more effort the more reward! When given an
opportunity particularly to learn, take it on with
energy and attention. There’s plenty of time during
the rest of your life for relaxing.

WHAT’S
HAPPENING?
IN THE WORLD...
NATIONAL

N.T. DETENTION CENTRES
Only 19 years of age, Dylan Voller from Alice Springs (Australia) is still
experiencing traumatic episodes of flashbacks filled with abuse and
regrets. Dylan’s story begins at a very young age, when Dylan was
between six and nine years old he attended five different primary schools
because of his misleading and uncivilised behaviour. Soon enough at the
age of 12 Dylan was placed into a detention centre after being labelled
‘Northern Territories youngest most notorious criminal’ after committing
many rebellious and repetitive acts, including; property damage, making
threats, assault and, violent attacks. During Voller’s attendance at the
detention centre he was viewed as an uncontrollable criminal in which
case he was then physically abused and left in isolation for weeks at
a time. However, Dylan’s treatment which was approved by the State
Government was captured in many video recordings. One example of
Dylan’s treatment consisted of restricting Dylan in a restrained chair, tied
up with a spit hood covering his head because he stated to the guards
that he was feeling suicidal, he was then left there for two hours. Also, in
2010 Voller was disturbed in his cell by guards storming in, one grabbing
Vollers throat and then throwing him on the ground whilst other guards
took his clothe’s off. These performances by the guards were considered
an acceptable act of treatment towards troubled kids in the N.T. detention
centre. To conclude, I believe this is not acceptable for a Terriotory
government to be condoning or allowing this behavior to happen.
By Harry Ballieu (Year 11)

LOCAL
“AGGHHH, where is my plastic fork?”
Well it’s not..
A)
In the throat of an innocent turtle
B)
Sitting in landfill for years beyond our lifetime
C)
Part of the eight million tonnes of plastic that pollute our eco
system .Yes, Oxley is officially plastic cutlery free. If you forget your fork,
you can buy one from the canteen for 20c, where half the proceeds go to
helping restore our environment. This is a decision made by the SRC and
the canteen so we look forward to you support. Let’s help our environment,
one fork at a time!

INTERNATIONAL
While the Fort Worth
Police
Department
in
Texas
didn’t
consider the 911
call they received
from a 95-year-old
man, distressed over his broken air
conditioner to an emergency, two
boys in blue dropped by the senior’s
house to check out the situation.
The police then left and visited the
local hardware, returning with an
air conditioner, paid for both by the
officers and kind store employees.
They installed it and the elderly
man was ecstatic by the simple
good deed. The officers plan on
continuing to assist Hatley by
repainting his house, installing new
windows, and distributing a weekly
supply of groceries to his house.

https://www.goodnewsnetwork.
org/strangers-join-policeofficers-buy-95-year-old-newair-conditioner/
By Eva Mackevicius (Year 10)
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JUNE & JULY CALENDAR
Term 3 begins
on
Monday 17 July

Key P & F Events
Term 3
K - 6 Cocktail Party
29 July
Trivia Night - 4 August
Eve on the Green - 24
November

Thu
End of Term 2
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Tue

27

Tue

04

28

Wed

29

Thu

Oxley Shop Open 9.00am 3.00pm
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Oxley Shop Open 9.00am 3.00pm
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Tue

11

Oxley Shop Open 9.00am 3.00pm
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Oxley Shop Open 9.00am 3.00pm
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Oxley Shop Open 9.00am 3.00pm
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Fri
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Sat
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Sat
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15
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25
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02
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Last day of the school holidays

  
  
IT’S  ‘WINTER  WONDERLAND’    

K-6 Parents and Friends

Cocktail Party

Saturday 29 July 2017
6.30 pm

AT  OXLEY  COLLEGE  TRIVIA  THIS  YEAR  
FRIDAY  4  AUGUST  2017  
Hoskins  Hall  
7.00pm-‐10.30pm  
GRAB  YOUR  FRIENDS  AND  COME  ALONG  FOR  A  CHANCE  TO  WIN  BIG  AND  BE  CROWNED  
OXLEY  TRIVIA  CHAMPIONS  OF  2017  

COST:  $20.00  a  person  (10    per  table)  Individuals  or  tables  book  and  pay  at  the  front  office    
office@oxley.nsw.edu.au  
Bring  your  own  supper  and  decorate  your  table  from  7.00pm    
TRIVIA  STARTS  PROMPTLY  AT  7.30pm  
THIS  IS  A  LICENCED  FUNDRAISING  EVENT  PLEASE  DO  NOT  BRING  YOUR  OWN  ALCOHOL    
BEER,  WINE  &  WATER  WILL  BE  AVAILABLE  FOR  PURCHASE  

Berida Hotel Guest Lounge
6 David Street
Bowral NSW 2576
(02) 4861 1177

Tickets $40.oo per person
Includes canap s and drink on arrival

http:www.trybooking.com

(limit of 100 tickets available)

GREAT  PRIZES  TO  BE  WON  FOR  TABLE  DECORATION,  COSTUMES,    
AND  HIDDEN  TALENTS.  
AUCTIONS  AND  GAMES!  
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NEWSFLASH
RITES OF PASSAGE

It’s been a whirlwind few weeks for Year 9, as we have just set off on our third
week of Rites of Passage, a three week trip to Sydney intended to open our
eyes to the greater world and let us grow, both as individuals and as a group.
Without doubt, this trip has done that. We’ve been on live national TV, climbed
the Harbour Bridge and learnt so much more about the world than we could ever
even dream of from cloudy Bowral.
I asked some students to share what they thought of Rites of Passage so farhere’s what they had to say.
“Interesting but challenging”
“Pushing my boundaries has been super exciting”
“Uplifting”
“Eye-opening”
“Scary, difficult, but totally worth it”
“It’s been a great learning experience, and I feel that I’ve already grown so much
closer to other people in the year” By Imogen Hatcher

Rugby 1sts

RUGBY COACH

MATCH OF
THE WEEK

On Saturday 17 June Oxley 1sts were
again confronted by the Central Coast
Grammar team, yet we did not allow our
past performance to get the better of us.
Oxley 1sts were trained and prepared
to forget the past and to tightly execute
Central Coasts’ threats. At half time Oxley
were comfortably in front but they still
had some little mistakes to recover from.
Second half struck quickly and Oxley knew
the jobs they had to do to maintain their
triumph, yet Central Coast came back
prepared and planned for a win. However,
Oxley 1sts kept playing out of their skin,
knocking off a clean win, score; 33-12. We
appreciate Central Coast travelling away
and performing good footy.

On Tuesday 6 June the Oxley College 1st XV and under 16s team
were visited by Allan Gaffney. Allan is currently the National Elite
programme’s coach for Australia. Allan played over 200 games for
Randwick Rugby club in Sydney. Allan has also coached the NSW
Waratahs and the Ireland National team, as well as many other
notable sides in Europe. Allan’s main goal was to help develop the
basic skills required in rugby, he also helped us understand the
importance of how the little things, done well can contribute in a big
way on the field. Throughout the session the drills were kept fairly
simple and with each progression in the drill there were more options
added to beat the defenders. These simple progressive drills helped
us develop our ability to react and execute when under pressure.
Allan’s experience and knowledge was greatly appreciated and we
look forward to using the skills developed in this session in the
By Harry Baillieu (Year 11)
following games this season. By Oscar Moran (Year 11)

SHORT & SHARP
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Last Friday night, 21 Oxley Drama students went to
the Parramatta Riverside Theatre to compete in the
Finals of the State wide “Sharp Short” competition.
Two groups from Oxley went to compete - “A place to
rent”- written by Lucie Drysdale and “Rap God”- by Ravi
Wikramanayake. After a slightly frantic week full of Half
Yearly exams both plays managed to pull off amazing
pieces and each cast member performed to their best
ability. Unfortunately, Oxley didn’t come away with any
prizes as the standard was really high. Each member of
the cast still had wonderful time, and found it a really
valuable and interesting experience. From the real light
bulbs in the dressing rooms to struggling to be quiet back
stage and getting to know our competition, the experience
was definitely a memorable one. Thanks so much to Mrs
Bull and Mr Cunich for all the guidance along the way!
By Jemima Taylor (Year 10)

